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ABSTRACT
The logical execution time (LET) model increases the compositionality of real-time task sets. Removal or addition of tasks does
not influence the communication behavior of other tasks. In this
work, we extend a multicore operating system running on a timepredictable multicore processor to support the LET model. For
communication between tasks we use message passing on a timepredictable network-on-chip to avoid the bottleneck of shared memory. We report our experiences and present results on the costs in
terms of memory and execution time.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Modern multicore processors exhibit similarities to distributed
systems. The cores on such processors are connected through networks-on-chip (NoCs), over which they can exchange messages.
Increasing numbers of cores in modern processors enable the integration of new software features in safety-critical systems (SCSs).
Initially, such new architectures posed some problems to developers of SCSs [19]. In the meantime, efforts have been made to overcome these problems by appropriate hardware and software design
(see e.g. [24, 33, 34]). A time-predictable execution of tasks requires that both the cores and the NoC have a time-predictable
behaviour. Furthermore, the operating system (OS) plays a key
role in making the performance of multicore processors available
to safety-critical applications in a predictable manner.
Another problem lies in the aspect of compositionality of such
systems, a problem that is not restricted to multicores, but already
exists for single-core processors. If, at some time during the development process, a new task is added to the system, the actual
task schedules and important properties like task response times
may change. If the design of application software depends on the
respone times, the changes of the schedule may require that the application design is revised, as can be the case for control algorithms
implemented in software. The concept of LET, as introduced in
Giotto [13], provides a solution to this problem by fixing input and
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output times of tasks. Thus, compositionality of a task system is
ensured, as long as schedulability can be guaranteed.
In this paper, we report our experiences on the integration of the
LET execution model in a time-predictable multicore platform. As
hardware we use the Patmos multicore processor [29] from the TCREST project [27]. We port MOSSCA [21], a research prototype
of a manycore operating system for safety-critical applications, to
this platform and extend it by communication primitives for the
NoC that are mapped into the LET model. The results reported in
this paper give a first impression of the costs in terms of memory
and execution time that can be expected from such extensions.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents related work. Section 3 recalls the basic properties of the
Patmos multicore processor, the NoC. The port of MOSSCA to the
Patmos multicore processor is described in section 4. Section 5 introduces the extensions of MOSSCA to support LET. Quantitative
results are reported in section 6. We conclude the paper in section 7.

2.

RELATED WORK

Epiphany is a high-performance energy-efficient multicore processor [25] featuring a distributed memory architecture. Each core
contains 32 KB of local memory that is mapped into a global address space. The processors contain no caches. Accesses to memory of a remote core is performed over a NoC. The NoC is organized as a mesh and favors writes over reads.
In contrast to Epiphany, our Patmos multicore processor contains
a NoC with explicit support for message passing. Processor-local
memories are only accessible from the local processor. Furthermore, Patmos supports, additionally to local memory, caches for
instruction and data.
For time-predictable on-chip communication, a NoC with timedivision multiplexing (TDM) arbitration allows bounding the communication delay. Æthereal [10] is such a NoC that uses TDM
where slots are reserved to allow a block of data to pass through
the NoC router without waiting or blocking traffic. Slot tables with
routing information are contained in the routers and no arbitration
or link-to-link flow control is required. Instead, a credit-based flow
control is applied for end-to-end control, saving buffer space between links. aelite, a light version of Æthereal, only offers guaranteed services resulting in a simpler router design with source routing [11].
In contrast to the Æthereal family of NoCs our NoC implements
TDM arbitration from end-to-end. I.e., access to the scratchpad
memory (SPM) is scheduled with the NoC TDM schedule. Therefore we do not need any credit-based flow control.

Theoretical approaches for calculating maximum response times
of a NoC are network calculus [3, 4, 22] and response-time analysis [30]. Network calculus is used to compute bounds on buffer
sizes and bounds on latencies. With traffic shaping, i.e., rate control
at the message source, delays and buffer sizes can be bounded. The
Kalray multicore processor [9] is especially designed to support
time-predictable message passing with rate control in the sender
and no further flow control [8]. The NoC response time analysis
can be combined with task schedulability analysis to produce an
end-to-end schedulability test for multicores [16].
When comparing TDM with network calculus [26], TDM results in shorter worst-case latencies while network calculus leads
to higher bandwidth. However, TDM leads to simpler routers and
network interfaces than support for a dynamically scheduled NoC.
Therefore, a TDM based NoC is used in the Patmos multicore processor.
The time-composable operating system TiCOS [2] has been ported to Patmos [36]. TiCOS is a light-weight RTOS, which is a fork
of the open-source POK project [7]. TiCOS conforms with ARINC
653 including the ARINC 653 events and ports for synchronization and inter-partition communication. In contrast to MOSSCA,
TiCOS supports only a single processor core and therefore does
not use the NoC for task communication.

3.
3.1

BASELINE
Patmos

For safety-critical systems we need a time-predictable platform
that allows for worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis. The
Patmos processor [29] and the multicore version of Patmos developed within the T-CREST project [27] is designed to enable and
simplify WCET analysis.
Patmos is a dual-issue RISC processor designed with the main
objective to allow WCET analysis and is optimized for a low WCET
bound. A main focus on Patmos is the memory hierarchy and
the organization of local memories. For code Patmos contains a
so-called method cache [6] and an instruction scratch-pad memory (ISPM). The method cache caches whole methods/functions to
simplify WCET analysis. When caching whole functions all instructions except call and return are guaranteed hits. Cache misses
can only happen on a call or return instruction. The method cache
is integrated in the aiT [12] and platin [15] WCET analysis tools.
The ISPM can be used for functions that shall be always loaded in
a local memory, e.g., operating system services.
For data, Patmos contains a normal data cache, a stack cache [1],
and a data scratch-pad memory (DSPM). The data cache is organized as write-through cache, as this is the form of data cache that
is best supported by WCET analysis tools. Standard data caches
hold data from different memory areas that are differently hard to
analyze with respect to WCET. E.g., heap allocated data is practically impossible to analyze as addresses are not known statically
for the analysis. However, stack allocated data is relatively easy
to analyze. Therefore, stack data is cached in Patmos in the stack
cache. Data that shall always be loaded in local memory, e.g., operating system data or data that shall be sent via the NoC, can be
allocated in the data SPM.

3.2

Multicore Communication

The multicore version of Patmos is connected to two networkson-chip (NOC): (1) a memory tree to access the shared external
memory [28] and (2) the Argo message passing NoC [17]. The
memory tree provides TDM arbitration to the main memory and
is therefore time-predictable. However, communication between

cores through main memory is very expensive as the memory is the
bottleneck. The message passing Argo NoC is especially designed
to allow time-predictable communication between processor cores.
Argo uses TDM for accessing the NoC and performs data movement from the sender SPM to the receiver SPM. A message is sent
via the Argo NoC by a DMA inserting packets into the NoC. The
novelty in Argo is that the DMA is shared by all message channels via TDM that is synchronous to the NoC TDM [32]. This
mechanism allows for end-to-end TDM based transfer of the messages without any buffering (except pipeline registers) and flow
control. Therefore, the worst-case transfer time can easily be computed [31].

3.3

MOSSCA

The design of MOSSCA is inspired by the factored operating
system (fos) [35]. Its central concept is to distribute functionalities over a multicore processor, e.g., by assigning each application
or thread a separate core. All communication is strictly based on
explicit messages that are sent over the NoC. The implementation
of MOSSCA assumes a multicore processor where each core possesses local memories where OS and application code and data can
be stored. For communication, the NoC connecting the cores must
be able to provide hard real-time guarantees.
For the application developer, MOSSCA provides three abstractions, namely nodes, communication channels, and servers. Nodes
represent the primary execution resources for applications. Each
MOSSCA node maps directly to a physical node of the multicore
processor. A MOSSCA node acts as container for the binary images of applications and executes the program defined in this image. Communication channels represent the basic means for interaction between threads. A communication channel in MOSSCA
provides unidirectional communication between a sender (channel
source) and a receiver node (channel sink). Channels can be used
to implement more sophisticated communication patterns on top.
A channel policy defines limits on the usage of channels to prevent overload of the NoC and the channel sink. MOSSCA servers
provide services that are used by multiple applications or threads
but need to be executed in a centralized manner. Examples are the
multiplexing of I/O devices, or OS services that may afflict multiple nodes and therefor must be centralized. Also, applications may
define servers that provide library services for computations used
in several threads. MOSSCA servers implement non-interruptible
transactions. Once a server has started processing an application
request, it will finish this request without interruption by other application requests.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the MOSSCA system architecture. The hardware base is formed by nodes. These are connected
by a real-time interconnect that provides predictable traversal times
for messages. Additionally, some nodes have special facilities, e.g.
for off-chip I/O. OS functionalities are split into several parts to
run in a distributed manner and to achieve high parallelism. An
identical kernel on each node is responsible for configuration and
management of the node’s hard- and software. OS functionalities
that require a centralized execution or need to coordinate between
several nodes are provided by OS servers. Nodes possessing an offchip connection that is used by at least one of the applications act as
I/O servers. For inter-partition communication, MOSSCA allocates
dedicated communication servers. Additionally, MOSSCA supports the implementation of application-specific servers that provide e.g., library services used by several threads. Stubs on application nodes provide convenient methods to issue requests to servers.
In the actual implementation of MOSSCA, two kernel images
are generated: The boot kernel is loaded first to a dedicated node
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Figure 2: Logical execution time
and coordinates the startup of the multicore processor. The standard kernel runs on any other node, it is loaded via the boot kernel.
Loading of the kernel is managed by a small BIOS that is executed
when the processor starts operation. For each application, a separate image is generated. The advantage of this approach is that
the (standard) kernel image must be loaded from ROM only once
and then can be distributed to all cores, thus speeding up the boot
process [20]. The MOSSCA reference implementation is developed to run on a multicore simulator [23] that implements several
instruction set architectures.

4.

MOSSCA ON PATMOS

MOSSCA was ported to the Patmos multicore implementation
with four cores for the Altera DE2-115 FPGA board. An implementation with nine cores is also available for the same board. In
both implementations of the multicore processor, core 0 is connected to serial port of the board. The serial port is used both for
loading of kernel and application images, and for text output. Requests for code images or output from other cores must be mediated
by core 0.
The main challenge in porting MOSSCA to Patmos was the assignment and use of address spaces for the different parts of the
kernel and application images. For our first implementation, we
decided to leave the local SPMs free to be used by applications,
as we expect the amount of application code executed to be much
larger than the amount of OS code. Therefore, the MOSSCA kernel is placed in global memory. Kernel code exists only once and
is used by all cores. For each core a separate kernel data section
is allocated in global memory. Applications may use both global
memory and the local SPMs for code and data.
To improve kernel performance, we performed a second implementation where kernel code is placed in the local instruction SPM
(ISPM). In this implementation, application code must be executed
from global memory, as most of the ISPM is taken by the kernel,
and the ISPM could not be enlarged further due to synthesis restrictions. Kernel data is still kept in partitions of the global memory,
while the DSPM is fully available to applications.
Communication between cores is performed using the message
passing libraries from the T-CREST project [31]. MOSSCA channels are mapped directly to message passing channels defined in
the libraries. These use a DMA engine to transfer data between the
communication SPMs of two cores. Therefore, the data must be
copied from the data SPM to the communication SPM.
In both implementations, the application running on core 0 on
top of the boot kernel has two responsibilities: First, it loads and
distributes the kernel and application images of all other nodes during bootstrapping of the processor. Second, during regular operation, it acts as a I/O server for access to the serial port of the board.
Output routines for debugging (printf etc.) on other cores write
their output data to buffers that are located in the global memory.
The I/O server takes completed output messages from the buffers
and sends them over the serial line to the connected computer.

5.

LET SUPPORT IN MOSSCA

LET, as introduced in Giotto [13], abstracts from the physical
execution of periodic tasks. The concept is illustrated in Figure 2.
A task’s LET is equal to its period. Input data is logically read at
the start of the period, i.e. a job can only read data that was already
available at the start of its period. Output data is made logically
available just at the end of the period. Actual job execution may
take place anywhere inside the period. Thus, the availability of
data is independent from the physical execution of the tasks, as
long as a given task set is feasible at all. This approach has two
advantages: First, it increases the compositionality of application
software. Adding new tasks does not change the communication
behaviour of the tasks, as long as the system is still schedulable.
Once the parameters for e.g. a software controller have been tuned
for the communication schedule defined by LET, they can be kept
regardless of additional tasks. Second, with the same argument, the
software can easily be ported to other hardware platforms as long
as the periods and schedulability can be kept.
An extension of Giotto for distributed system is proposed in [14].
A priori, timing interfaces are defined for tasks that determine the
time slots that the tasks can use for computation and communication. The task implementations must adhere to these. For communication between tasks running on different nodes, the underlying
network must be able to give timing guarantees such that the predefined time slots can be met. Additionally, a time synchronization between the different nodes is required, which can be achieved
through the predictable network. Actual implementations of the
tasks can be performed independently from each other.
A more general concept has been defined for OASIS [5]. Here, a
task is subdivided into subtasks that are executed sequentially. Each
subtask has its own LET. Evolution of the logical time is performed
explicitly by an advance instruction adv(time) that is called at the
end of each subtask.
The Patmos multicore processor with the Argo NoC provides a
good hardware platform for the implementation of the LET model.
Both enable a time-predictable execution, thus allowing to fix time
slots for computation and communication a priori. The Argo NoC
can supply a global timing signal that can drive time counters for
physical time on each node synchronously. The counters are synchronized by the bootstrap reset sequence of the NoC [18].
To support the LET model, the OS has to provide special communication primitives to the application(s). Traditionally, data sent
by a task to another one is available as soon as it has been physically received. LET requires that a task instance can only read data
that was already available at the task’s activation. This behaviour
must be reflected by the communication primitives of the OS.

5.1

Implementation in MOSSCA

In our implementation, we borrow the idea of the adv instruction from OASIS. The kernel manages a logical clock that is implemented as a counter variable. Each time the application issues

an adv call, the counter is advanced and execution of the application is suspended until the physical time matches the logical time.
For communication, a read/write semantic is implemented, i.e.
only the most recent value received over a communication channel
is relevant, older values can be discarded. The term “most recent”
in this context means the value that is available at the start of a
subtask’s time slot, regardless when the read operation is performed
during the time slot. For each communication channel, a cyclic
buffer is allocated on the receiver node. A single element in the
buffer consists of its logical availability time and the actual data.
The size sB of the buffer depends on the periods of the sender and
receiver tasks PS and PR . The buffer must be able to hold as many
elements as can arrive during one period of the receiver task, plus
the element that arrived just before the start of the period. This is
to ensure that even if the receiver physically reads the data just at
the end of its period, the relevant element is still available. Thus,
the buffer size is calculated as:
 
PR
+1
(1)
sB =
PS
The write locations in the buffer are managed by the sender node
using a counter. The send command (see alg. 1) can be issued at
any time during the sender’s execution. The command copies the
data to the communication SPM and marks the message for sending. The actual transmission of the data is deferred until the sender
issues an adv call (alg. 2), as just then the availability time can be
determined. On receiver side, reading from the buffer returns the
element that was available at the start of the reader’s current time
slot, i.e. its current logical time (recall that the LET is advanced
just at the end of a job).

adv(l)

App. Execution

adv

DMA transfer
t

Slot length l

Figure 3: Time slot
more complex calculation is necessary, or the correct element can
be found by simply looping through the buffer. The execution time
of the loop is bounded by the size of the buffer.

5.2

Length of Time Slots

The slot durations, i.e., the parameters of the advance calls, are
derived from application requirements. However, they must also
take into account the additional work of the adv call (see fig. 3).
First, the handling of the advance call itself takes some time. During this time, especially the send operations are started. Second,
the DMA transfers for the send operations must be finished at the
end of the time slot, as then the data must be available at the receiver nodes. Finally, ongoing DMA transfers may slow down the
setup of further transfers (line 5 in alg. 2). Therefore, additional
time must be provided inside the time slot.
The minimum slot length could be reduced, if the OS knows the
length of the slot already at its beginning. Then, the availability
time of data can already be determined when a send command is
issued. Thus, transmission of data could already be started when
the send command is executed, and the DMA transfer could overlap
with further computations.

Algorithm 1: Send command
1
2
3
4

6.

Function send_message(message, dest)
select send channel buffer bdest ;
copy data to bdest ;
mark bdest for sending;

6.1
Algorithm 2: adv command
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Function adv(time)
ltime ← ltime + time;
foreach outgoing channel c do
if Message m buffered for sending over c then
Setup DMA for transfer of m;
end
end
while physical_time < ltime do
end

If both sender and receiver thread are executed periodically with
periods PS resp. PR , then a direct access to the buffer is possible. Instance n of the receiver (n = 0, 1, . . .) reads the value from instance
k of the sender, where


nPR
(2)
k=
PS
Then, the buffer offset ob is:
ob = k mod sB

QUANTITATIVE PROPERTIES

The following results are based on a small sample application
consisting of three nodes that mimic a sensor/computation/actuator
system, where every second a message is passed through all three
nodes. Each message has a size of 16 bytes.

(3)

If the more general execution model from OASIS is used, where
subsequent segments of tasks can have different LETs, either a

Code Size

In the current implementation, the functions for management of
LET and LET communication increase the size of the MOSSCA
kernel code section by about 2 kB. The whole code section has a
size of about 25 kB. As the current implementation is a proof of
concept, it is not yet optimized for size. We expect that the size
can be reduced strongly through optimizations. For comparison,
the text sections of the MOSSCA reference implementation on a
ARMV6-M ISA take only around 7.5 kB of memory, with about
2.3 kB for output functions. A part of this large difference between
the Patmos and the ARMV6-M code sizes stems from the fact, that
the ARMV6-M images mostly uses Thumb instructions, most of
which have a width of only 16 Bits, whereas Patmos instructions
have at least 32 Bits. Also, the implementation for Patmos uses
some additional libraries for NoC access that are not needed in the
MOSSCA reference implementation.
Concerning kernel data, only a counter variable must be added.
For management of the channels, another integer variable that holds
the size of the receive buffer is added to the management structures.
As we expect only few channels to be managed on a single node,
this memory overhead for data is negligible in our view.

6.2

Execution Time of LET Extension

We have measured the execution times of relevant parts of our
extensions. Table 1 shows the numbers for the first implementa-

Table 1: Minimum and maximum execution times of important
code parts (kernel executed from global memory)
send command
recv command
adv check
adv DMA setup

min

max

3,201
4,276
3.171
2,352

6,257
4,279
3,255
2,520

tion of MOSSCA, where kernel code is executed from the global
memory. Although minimum and maximum values span a larger
interval for some operation, the actual behaviour is quite regular.
For the send command (algorithm 1), the extreme values occur only
once, while all other instances take 6,173 cycles. Similar behaviour
is exhibited by the receive command which loops through receive
buffer. Here, most executions take 4,279 cycles. The adv check
times are calculated from the execution time of the whole loop in
the adv function (lines 3-7 in algorithm 1), with the times for setting up the DMA channels (line 5) deducted. In our experiments,
the time for the check is constant on each node and depends only
on the actual position of the node. The minimum value of 3,171
cycles is found on node 1, while the check on node 3 always takes
3,255 cycles. The execution times for setting up the DMA channels
alternate between the shown minimum and maximum values on
any node. This is due to the organisation of the actual send buffer,
which has provides two places. When both places have been used,
some additional management work is performed by the software.
The high execution times stems mostly from cache misses and
the necessity for off-chip memory accesses. In the Patmos 4-core,
a burst fetch of four 32-bit words from external memory takes in
the worst case 104 clock cycles. Thus, even though the functions
are rather short, e.g. < 128 instructions for the send call, they have
a high execution time.
If kernel code is executed from the ISPM, the execution times decrease drastically. Table 2 shows the measured execution times for
the same functions as described above. Aside from the reduction,
the execution shows the same regular behaviour as in implementation using global memory for storing kernel code.
The worst-case transmission time of a message is bounded and
can be computed as shown in [31].

7.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have ported the MOSSCA operating system to the Patmos
multicore processor and enhanced the implementation by communication mechanisms that adhere to the LET concept. Thus, the
compositionality of applications is increased, as changes in a task
set no longer influence the other tasks’ communication behavior.
The LET extensions of MOSSCA use the Argo message passing
NoC of the multicore processor. Messages are passed to buffers on
the receiver node, and made available to the application only after
their logical arrival time. As the Argo NoC uses time-division multiplexing for arbitration, the maximum transfer time of a message
can be bounded. Furthermore, the Argo NoC provides a global time
base that is used to drive the clock counters of all cores.
Runtime measurements of the LET extensions mainly point out
the disadvantages of execution code from a global memory with
long access latencies. Even code sequences of only a few hundred
instructions take thousands of cycles to execute. We could achieve
a drastic reduction of execution times by executing the kernel code
from ISPM.

Table 2: Minimum and maximum execution times of important
code parts (kernel executed from ISPM)
send command
recv command
adv check
adv DMA setup

min

max

429
751
159
533

675
836
273
751

The LET extensions to MOSSCA increase the code size by less
than 10 %. We expect that we will reduce this overhead in the future
through an optimization of the MOSSCA implementation. Thus,
we will be able use the SPMs of the single cores more efficiently,
and especially make more space available for applications.

8.
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